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DOWN THE PIKE.
Marche Cosmopolitaine.

By RUDOLPH ARONSON.

Con sentimento.
Down the Pike, 3.
Con grazia.

TRIO.

p poco a poco crese.

Vivente.
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D.C. al Fine

Down the Pike, \( \approx \frac{3}{4} \).

PELLEGRINI, SONS & BORNER, NEW-YORK.
What the Press says about Mr. CHARLES K. HARRIS's
Crowning Effort, "FAREWELL," as rendered by Mme. Adelina Patti (Baroness Cederstrom) on her farewell Tour of America


"She returned the demand for an encore with "The Last Farewell," which she sang with great delivery of expression and an almost unapproachable technique." - The New York Dramatic Mirror.

"Having come far out on the prairie to sing her beautifully last farewell, which she voiced with a Chas. K. Harris melody, she stopped lightly out on the stage, smiled, with apparent enthusiasm and sang with vivacity. This was during her first appearance in "Kearney City Star.


"Adelina Patti, the most beautiful voice now heard on the concert platform, is in the rank of Lillian Nordica and Melba, if not far ahead of them. - The New York Dramatic Mirror.